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quotes
"We were on a break!" - Ross 

"See? He's her lobster." - Phoebe

"Hi I'm ____ I make jokes when I'm uncomfortable " - Chandler 

"I wish i could, but i don't want to." - Phoebe

"Seven, Seven, Seven, Seven!" - Monica

"PIVOT!" - Ross

"Oh. My. God". - Janice

"How you doin'?” - Joey

"Well, maybe I don’t need your money. Wait, wait, I said maybe!” - Rachel

“I don’t even have a ‘pla.’” - Phoebe

“They don’t know that we know they know we know.” - Phoebe

"I’m not so good with the advice… Can I interest you in a sarcastic

comment?" - Chandler
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"Unagi is a state of total awareness. Only by achieving true Unagi

can you be prepared for any danger that may befall you."- Ross

"You can’t just give up! Is that what a dinosaur would do?" - Joey

"It’s like all of my life everyone has always told me, ‘You’re a shoe,

you’re a shoe, you’re a shoe, you’re a shoe.’ And then today I just

stopped and I said, ‘What if I don’t want to be a shoe? What if I

want to be a purse, you know? Or, a hat?" - Rachel

"I need you to be careful and efficient. And remember: If I am harsh

with you, it’s only because you’re doing it wrong." - Monica

"If he doesn’t like you this is all a moo point. Yeah, it’s like a cow’s

opinion. It just doesn’t matter. It’s moo." - Joey

"You’re over me? When were you… under me?" - Ross

“ You don’t own a TV? What’s all your furniture pointed at? - Joey

“Just so you know, it's not that common, it doesn't happen to every guy, and it is

a big deal!” - Rachel


